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On the Quadratic Estimation of Covariance Matrices 
in Multivariate Linear Models 
W. Y. TAN 
Memphis State University 
Communicated by the Editors 
This paper investigates the estimation of covariance matrices in multivariate 
mixed models. Some sufficient conditions are derived for a multivariate quadratic 
form and a linear combination of multivariate quadratic forma to be the BQUE 
(quadratic unbiased and severally minimum varianced) estimators of its ex- 
pectations. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider the multivariate mixed model 
Y = X0 + i Alai + U, 
3% 
(1-l) 
where X is an n x r (n > r) given matrix, 0 an r x p (r > p) matrix of unknown 
parameters, Aj an n X Yj (n > Ye) given matrix, 01~ a r1 x p (Yj 2~5) matrix of 
random variables, and U an n x p matrix of random disturbances. It is assumed 
that the rows of aj, j = 1, 2 ,..., k, and U are independently and identically 
distributed random vectors with zero means, respective nonsingular covariance 
matrices Vj = (o::), j = 1, 2 ,..., k, and V, = (of:) and finite fourth moments; 
further, the aj’s, j = 1, 2 ,..., k, and the U’s are assumed to be independently 
distributed of one another. In this paper we consider the problems of estimating 
Vj ,j = 1, 2,**., k, and V, for general p > 1. Specifically we provide some suffi- 
cient conditions for a given multivariate quadratic form Qi = Y’G,Y to be the 
quadratic unbiased and severally minimum varianced estimator (BQUE in 
short) of its expectation EQi . 
We note in passing that, while there are voluminous publications concerning 
estimation of variance and covariance components (see for example, Graybill 
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[4, 51, Graybill and Hultiquist [6], Rao [13-161, Searle [18], LaMotte [9, lo], 
Corbeil and Searle [2, 31, Pukelsheim [ll], and Harville [7j, among others), 
only Rao [14] touched briefly the problem of estimating covariance matrices in 
multivariate random effect models. In a recent report, Tan [19] extended the 
results of Graybill [4] to multivariate nested random effect models. The present 
paper is an attempt to provide some general results for MANOVA fixed models. 
2. SOME LEMMAS AND PRELIMINARIES 
In developing our main results, we give without proof the following lemmas. 
The proofs, although tedious, are rather straightforward. 
LEMMA 1. Let (PIP)- be a g-inverse of P’P and put Xi.* = (I, - Rj) Xi , 
where Xi is a given n x ri matrix and Ri = Xj(XjXj)-Xi . Then, with X = 
(Xl ) X2) and R6.i = Xi.,(Xl.jXi.j)-Xi., , 
X(X’X) X’ = R, + Rs., = R, + Ii,., . (2.1) 
LEMMA 2. Given the model (l.l), the expectation EQ of Q = Y’GY, where 
G is symmetric, is given by 
EQ = EY’GY = O’X’GXB + i Vj(tr A;GA,) + Ve(tr G), (2.2) 
j=l 
where trG = trace of G, etc. 
LEMMA 3. Let 2s = (z(t),), 1 = 1, 2, be n x p matrices of random variables 
with EZ,,, = (EZ(,,tj) = 0, 1 = 1, 2. Assume that the z(~)~~‘s are independently 
distributed of Zf$k,,‘s and that the rows of 2, are independently and identi- 
c&y distdwted with E(wiuqoiu) = u,,(t) , E(Z(l)iuZ(t)ioZ(~)is) = uu usw , ad 
E(~(l)iaz(l)iv~(l)isZ(l)it) = uu vie(z). Then, with z(r), denoting the uth column of 2, , 
(9 E(zil),Azcl).)(c’~(2)~) = ~uv8cob’4~ (2.3a) 
(ii> E(~i~).Az(~)~)(~;~)sBz($)t) = ~us(l)~~tdtr AB’), (2.3b) 
and 
(iii) E(~il),Az(~),)(~il),Bz(~)t) = (a’b) LAO 
+ (u,,w,~(~) + w~)~usd(tr AB’) 
+ ~uvwstdtr AN- B), (2.3~) 
where a and b denote, respectively, the vectors of diagonal elements of A and I3 
683/9!3-8 
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Turning to model (1. l), it would be more convenient to rewrite the model by 
orthogonahzing the design matrices by using a Gram-Schmidt process. This is 
achieved by putting 
Go = I, - X(X’X)-X’, 
G(o) = GA , i = 1, 2,. . ., k, 
Gi = 1, - Dr(i--l)(D:(i-l)Di(c-l))-~~(i-~) , 
40 = G&w , Cj = Dj(j-1) , i = 1, 2,..., k - 1 
j=i+l,i+Z ,..., k, 
4 = 8 + (X’X)-X’ % = %btl) I 
“i(j+l) = “j + (C~Cj)-C,! j = 1, 2 ,...) k - 1, 
Then, xlCi = 0, CiCt = 0 for s # t and i = l,..,, k, 
Y = X6 + i A,aj + U 5 X4 + i Cj~lj~+1) + Us 
j=l j-1 
In what follows we put 
(2.4) 
B = (X, A, ,..., Ak) = (X, A), w, = B(B’B)-B’, 
R, = I, - w, ) Wj = Cj(CjCj)-Ci 1 j = l,..., k, 
Q8 = Y’R,Y and Qj = Y’W,Y, j = I,..., k. 
Then, by Lemma 1, W, = Cl1 W, + X(X’X)-X’; thus, Qe = Y’R,Y = 
U’RJJ and EQe = (n - q) V, , where q = rank B. Similarly, noting that 
wj2 = wj ) cj(c;cj)-c;c* = cj , W,Di(iml) = W$A, , and C,C, = 0 for 
s # t, it is readily seen that 
It follows that, by applying Lemma 2, 
DQj = i P AWJ,) V, + (tr W,) V, .= fi 2 caiVs + V, , cm s-i 84 
where fi = trWj = rank C, and f3cd = trAiW,A, . 
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In particular, 
EQ, =f&Jv, + VA, 
where fk = rank C, and fkckr = trAf, W,A, . 
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(2.7) 
3. SOME OPTIMAL PROPERTIES IN THE 
QUADRATIC ESTIMATION OF COVARIANCE MATRICES 
For proving some optimal properties in the quadratic estimation of covariance 
matrices, we let WI = (ylqU , u ,< V) be the &( p + 1) x 1 vector of different 
elements of Y’GYo) arranged lexicographically; then, 
V(Q) = E(o, - Ew,)(o, - Eo,)‘. 
We say that Q = Y’GY is the BQUE estimator of EQ if, for any other Q* = 
Y’TY satisfying EQ* = EQ, V(Q*) - V(Q) is nonnegative definite. The 
following lemma will be used in deriving our main results; the proof of the 
lemma is straightforward by applying Lemmas 2 and 3. 
LEMMA 4. For $xed j such that 1 ,< j < k, suppose that the following two 
conditions hold: 
(i) For any symmetric matrix D satisfying X’DX = 0, tr(AiDA,) = 0, 
j = l,..., k, and trD = 0, we have, tr( WjD) = 0, trAiWiA,ALDA, = 
tr(A:W,DA,) = 0, s = j, j + I,..., k, and trA:W,A,AiDA, = 0 for j < s # 
t < k. (This condition disappears if j = k.) 
(ii) Either W, and A:W*A,, s = j, j + I,..., k, all have equal diagonal 
elements or all the fourth cumulants of cq , oj+l ,..., 0~~ , and U are zero. 
Then, if0 is any symmetric matrix satisfying XDX = 0, and trD = tr(A;DA,) = 
O,j=l,..., k, 
x z$i Aza,cz) + l v  
x 
i Ata, + es f  Azw) + it = 0 
z-j Z-j )I 
for any u, v, s, t, where au(Z) and o, denote, respectively, the uth columns of 
cxz and U. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let bI ,..+, b, , bz+, be$xed constants and 1 < iI < -*- ,( i, < k 
Jixed integers. Let Ti = Cl, b3 W, -/- bz+lRL and put Qr = Y’T,Y. Suppose 
that the following two conditions hold 
1 With no loss of generality, we assume, throughout the paper, that G is symmetric. 
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(i) If D is any symmetric matrix satisfying IY’DS = 0, trD = 0, and 
tr(A:DA,) = 0, s = l,..., k, then the following results hold: 
tr(DR,) = tr(DWiJ = 0, t = l,..., 1, (3.1) 
tr(AijWi,DAsJ = tr(A:jWi,ASIA:jDASj) = 0, j=l 1 ,*a.> 7 
and sj = ij , ii + l,..., k; 
tMUWiu4u4uDAt,) = 0, u = l,..., 1, and i, < s, # t, < k, (3.2) 
9’x’D1, = 0, and 8’X’DA,1,8 = 0, s = il , iI + l,..., k, (3.3) 
(ii) R, , Wij , A:, WijAlj , j = 1, . . . , 1 and si = ii , ij + 1,. . ., k all have 
equal diagonal elements. 
Then QT is the BQUE estimator of EQT , where 
EQT = i bjfi, ( 5 ~siivs) + (i bjfij -t bt+,fe) ve > (3.4) 
j=l s=tj j=l 
and fi,csij = tr(A:WijA,), ii < s < k and fe = n - q. 
Proof. Let Q = Y’GY be unbiased for EQT . By Lemma 2, EQ = 
d’x’GXt9 + &, V,(trA:GA,) + V,(trG), so, 
X'GX = 0, tr(A’,GAJ = 0 for 1 = 1, 2 ,..., iI - 1, 
U-l 
t@‘,,WJ = C (bjf~jc,ij) for iuml < si < i, - 1 and u = 2, 3,..., 
id 
and 
4W4 = 1 (bjfijc,iJ if t =i,,i,+ I,..., k, 
j=l 
tr G = 1 bfij + h+,f, . 
j=l 
It follows that, with D = G - Ti , trD = 0, X’DX = 0, and tr(ALDA,) = 0 
for all s = 1, 2 ,..., k. 
Lety,, %, ~~(3.) , and E, be the uth column of Y, 0, q , and U, respectively, 
and put W$ = (yLT,y, , u < o), W; = (y&GyV , u < v), and w’, = (y:DyW, 
u < v). Notingthat 01~ ,..., elk and U are independently distributed of one another, 
E(Y~&Y~YPY~) = 5 Et4JhJ E(~UWkwd 
I I=1 
+ E(E:R&(E;DEJ + E(E;R&(~)~DE~ + e;X’De,)\. 
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Now, E(a&jA;DA1at(l)) = u::’ tr(A;DA,) = 0, I = l,..., K; 9:X’Dl, = 
f@‘Dl, = trDR, = 0 by condition (i) which implies further that B;X’Dr, = 
0xDr, = r:d = 0 by condition (ii), r, and d being the vectors of diagonal 
elements of R, and D, respectively. Applying Lemma 3, one has then: 
E(Y~&Y~)(Y~‘Y~) = 0 forall 24,qS,t= 1,2 ,..., p. 
Similarly, noting conditions (ii) and (iii) and applying Lemma 3, it is readily 
observed that, forj = I,..., 2 and for all u, v, s, t = l,..., p, 
E(Y~P~~YJ(Y’PYJ = E i Awl) + s) Wgj( i &w) + E, z=ij ZXij 
, 
which is zero by Lemma 4. Thus, 
E(y:~,y,)(~:Dyt) = i W(Y:W~~Y,)(YPY~) + ~z+J(Y:RzY~)(Y’PY~) = 0 
j=l 
forallu,v,s, t = 1,2 ,..., p, so that Ew~w~ = 0. But now E( Y’GY) = E( Y’T,Y) 
and 
EY’DY = B’X’DXB + i V,(tr A’$A,) + VJtr D) = 0; 
S=l 
soEw,=OandEw,=Ew,. 
Hence, 
COV(% > or) = E(wDw;) = 0 = E(wTw&) = Cov(w,, wg), 
so that 
v(Q) = E(wc - Ew,)(wc - Ew,)’ = E(w,wb) + I. 
Or, v(Q) - VQT) = E( w,wL), which is nonnegative definite. This proves 
Theorem 3.1. Q.E.D. 
Note that, in Theorem 3.1, if i, =‘K, then the conditions 
tr(A{uWizA,$‘,DA,U) = 0 
for all K < s, # t, < K drop out. Note also that Qr in Theorem 3.1 may be 
negative definite over some Y values. This is the well-known problem of 
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negative estimates of covariance matrices in random effect models. I f  Ti in 0, 
of Theorem 3.1 is nonnegative definite, then it is obvious that Qr is also the 
nonnegative BQUE estimator of EQr . This result holds also if one drops condi- 
tion (3.3) in (i) and replaces (ii) by either condition (ii) or (ii)’ so that all the 
fourth cumulants of U and LYE , s = i, , i, + I,..., 12 are zero. It follows that 
neither (ii) nor (ii)’ (Hsu’s condition, see Hsu [S]) are necessary conditions for 
Theorem 3.1. It is not known if (i) is a necessary condition. Further works are 
definitely needed for developing necessary conditions for Theorem 3.1. 
The next four theorems are important special cases of Theorem 3.1. 
THEOREM 3.2. If conditions (i) and (ii) of Lemma 4 hold, then Y’W,Y is the 
nonnegative BQUE estimator of 
E(Y’W,Y)=f, 
THEOREM 3.3. Suppose the following two conditions are satisfied: 
@) cfitlTa ) Ckk # 0, is a g-inease of CLC, , 
(ii) For any symmetric matrix D satisfying XDX = 0, tr(AaAk) = 0, and 
trD = 0, we have trWkD = 0. 
Then, if either W, and A;W,Ak have equul dkpnal elements or all the fourth 
cumulants of ok and U are zero, Qk = Y’ WkY is the nonnegative BQUE estimator 
offk(Ckkvk $ V& wherefk = rank Ck . 
THEOREM 3.4. If either Wo has equal diagonal elements (i.e., the &sign is 
balanced, see Atiqullah [I]) OY all the fourth cumulants of U are zero, Qe = 
Y’(I, - W,)Y = Y’R,Y is the nonnegative BQUE estimator of (n - q) V, , 
whereq=rankB. 
Theorem 3.4 extends the result of Hsu [S] and Rao [12] to multivariate cases. 
It is obvious that the balance condition is not necessary, nor the condition that all 
the fourth cumulants of U are zero. 
4. SOME APPLICATIONS 
From Rao [ 14, 151 it is obvious that BQUE estimators for V, and V, in general 
do not exist. Applying the theorems given in the previous section it is easily 
shown that, for balanced MANOVA random effect models, the BQUE estimators 
for the covariance matrices do exist and are provided by the ordinary MANOVA 
procedures. This is illustrated by a three-way MANOVA model in a report by 
Tan [20]. For saving printing space, readers are referred to that report for 
details. 
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